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Introduction 

It is known, that for compound nuclei with Z ~ 82, created in heavy
ion fusion reactions, fission is the main decay channel, and other decay 
channels have a low probability even when these compound nuclei are 
formed at the heavy-ion bombarding energy close to the fusion barrier. 
This is the reason why the method of fission barrier determination based 
on the observation of the energy dependence of the fusion-fission cross 
section does not work well for these nuclei, though this method was 
applied successfully for measurements of fission barriers in the region of 
more light nuclei (see e.g. [1]). In principle, one could extend the method 
to heavier nuclei, however, this will require experiments of exceptional 
accuracy hardly possible in reality. 

On the other hand, it was mentioned repeatedly (see e.g. [2]), another 
approach based on the analysis of production cross sections of evapora
tion residues may become sensitive enough and almost universal way to 
ascertain fission barrier values of heavy, fissile nuclei. In other words, 
by using this approach, one should be able to make certain conclusions 
about fission barriers and some other parameters essential for statisti-

. cal model intended to explain the de-excitation process of heavy, fissile 
compound nuclei. 

The real sensitivity to fission barrier values, which cari be obtained 
in experiments realizing this approach was demonstrated in our papers 
[3, 4] where we analyzed formation cross sections of neutron deficient 
isotopes of Bi with mass numbers 187 ~A~ 192, produced in complete 
fusion reactions with 4°Ca and 40 Ar ions. It was shown that, for these 
nuclei, the addition of 2 Me V to the fission barrier height ( ~ 20 % of 
the total barrier value) results· in an increase of calculated evaporation 
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residue cross sections by about one and half order of magnitude. 
This observation one should compare with the accuracy within a fac

tor of 1.5 - 2.0 easily attainable for the measurements of evaporation 
residue cross sections. This implies that, .by comparing the measured 
and calculated cross sections, one will be able to know, with a high ac
curacy, fission barrier values. In the framework of the chosen compound 
nucleus de-excitation model, these barrier values will be the model pa
rameters. The possible issue as to which extend the values obtained as a 
result of such an analysis correspond to real barriers becomes the ques
tion of the reliability and justification of the approximations used in the 
model. 

To answer this question is not a trivial task. It requires, as a min
imum, systematic experimental investigations aimed at the creation of 
a sufficiently complete and detailed set of experimental data, which will 
be the subject of an analysis. In our earlier papers we reported some 
data on evaporation residue cross sections obtained from de-excitation of 

· the compound nuclei I91,193,199Bi [4, 5), 200,202p0 [6, 7), I99,2os,201 At [S, 9), 
216,218,220Ra [10, 11), 217,219Ac [12) and 228•230U [13, 14) and analyzed these 
data in terms of their comparison with statistical mod~l calculations. The 
present work is a continuation of these investigations for compound nu
clei of 212Ra. An additional feature of this work is that a large part of 
the experimental data are obtained at the compound nucleus excitation 
energy of more then 100 Me V. Also, for the cross section calculations use 
was made of the code HIVAP [15). 

Experimental conditions and results 

Experiments were carried out on the beam extracted from the U4OO cy
clotron of the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions, JINR Dubna. 
Beams of 22Ne with the energy of 160, 192, and 217 MeV were used. The 
beam intensity was limited to 2 x 1O11s-1. The beam energy was varied 
smoothly by steps of 3-6 Me V using aluminum or titanium foils. The 
beam energy on the target was determined by measuring the energy of 
ions, scatteredfrom the target to 30° using a Si detector. The detector 
was calibrated with standard a sources, and corrections for an ioniz.ation 
defect and effect of the detector "dead" surface layer were not considered. 
Errors in the estimated absolute energy values made ±(1.0 - 1.5) %, i.e. 
±2.0 Me V for typical energy values used in our experiments. The accu-
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racy of relative energy value determination was better by a factor of 2-3, 
i.e. errors of relative energy values were ±(0.7 - 1.0) MeV. 

Complete fusion reaction products were separated from bombarding 
ions and deep inelastic reaction products by the kinematic separator VAS
SILISSA [16, 17]. VASSILISSA is a three stage electrostatic separator 
with an acceptance solid angle of 15 msr for the reaction products emit
ted in beam direction. It separates recoil nuclei with electric stiffness 
within a band of ±10 % in width. The recoil path time from the target 
to the separator focal plane makes (1 - 3) µs. 

The separator efficiency for the complete fusion products depends 
on the bombarding ion mass. For A > 200 compound nuclei it varies 
from (2 - 3) % to (25 - 30) % at the transition from bombarding ions 
of oxygen to argon. In these experiments, the separation efficiency was 
measured for each run by making use of the standard reaction 22 Ne(135 
MeV)+nat.w(340 µg/cm 2) and made, for different runs, the value be
tween 3. 7 % and 5.3 % depending on the separator tuning and projectile 
beam characteristics. We deduced the separation efficiency for the prod
ucts obtained after neutron evaporation from compound nuclei from the 
ratios of specific a activities obtained in the separator focal plane and in 
a catcher foil placed just behind the target [12, 17). The estimated effi
ciency values were used for calculations of the cross sections for xn and 
pxn reactions. For axn reactions, the measured efficiency was reduced 
by a factor of 6 to take into account the broad angular distribution of 
corresponding reaction products. This reduction factor for axn reaction 
products we found in experiments made for the reaction 22 Ne+197 Au [12), 
and it well coincides with the calculated value [18). 

Evaporation residues were detected and their a decay energies were 
measured in the focal plane qf the separator by a detector array [19) con
sisting of two wide aperture time-of-flight detectors with time resolution 
of 0.5 ns and an eight-strip 60 x 60 mm2 Si detector having an energy 
resolution of~ 15 keV for (6-9) MeV a- particles. A preliminary cali
bration of the strip detector was made with a 226Ra a source, and the 
final energy calibration was accomplished by making use of implanted a 
emitters, which were the products of the reactions of 22 Ne with W, Os 
and Pt targets. 

Evaporation residues were identified according their a- decay energies 
and excitation functions. Values of a- decay branches of Po, At and Ra 
isotopes and isomers necessary for calculations of their cross-sections were 
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Table 1: Cross-sections for xn-reaction channels by the de-excitation of 
the 212Rn compound nucleus. 

ENe E* Cross-sections, µb 
MeV MeV 7na Sn 9n 10n lln 12n 13n 
129.5 78.0 27700 1700 
134.0 82.0 20400 4600 
138.0 85.5 12800 6300 130 
142.5 89.5 7000 7700 650 10 
148.5 95.0 3000 6000 2050 20 
151.0 97.5 2000 5100 2670 30 
155.5 101.5 1000 2700 3000 135 
161.0 106.0 1150 1900 370 3 
167.5 112.5 510 1400 520 10 
173.0 117.0 250 690 450 33 
176.0 119.5 180 470 340 39 
181.5 124.5 220 210 57 
187.0 129.5 130 140 58 2.0 
192.5 134.5 90 110 42 2.5 
199.5 141.0 100 29 3.6 
208.0 148.5 18 2.9 0.25 
217.0 156.5 10 1.8 0.75 
acontribution from the 6n-reaction channel is not subtracted. 

taken from Refs. [20, 21]. For the 6.228 MeV isomer 202mAt the branch
ing ratio for a-decay was assumed to be 15 % on the basis of systematics. 
Contribution to the count rates from the a- decay of mother nuclei was 
subtracted from the experimentally measured yields. We summed up the 
cross sections obtained for the ground and isomeric states of the same 
isotope. The cross-section values obtained finally as a result of the de
scribed data evaluation for the reaction channels with different specified 
sorts and numbers of evaporated particles are presented in Tables 1 and 
2 and also are shown in Fig. 1 together with the results of HIVAP calcu
lations. Excitation energy of the compound nuclei were determined with 
the use of experimental mass tables of atomic nuclei [22]. 

Statistical errors of the measured yields for individual evaporation 
residues of Rn made ±5 %, and it was ±(10-15) % for isotopes (isomers) 
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Figure 1: Excitation functions for xn, pxn, and axn evaporation channels 
obtained for the reaction of 22Ne+190Os. Symbols show the experimental 
data. Calculations making use of the HIVAP code are shown with full 
lines. 
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Table 2: Cross-sections for pxn and axn-reaction channels by the de-
excitation of the 212Rn compound nucleus. 

ENe E* Cross-section, mb 
MeV MeV p8n p9n plOn plln a9n al0n alln 
151.0 97.5 1.7 
155.5 101.5 2.2 1.1 
161.0 106.0 2.2 2.9 0.12 
167.5 112.5 1.8 4.0 0.22 5.7 
173.0 117.0 1.0 4.0 0.44 6.3 0.8 
176.0 119.5 1.1 4.0 0.53 8.4 1.4 
181.5 124.5 0.7 3.0 0.88 9.9 2.5 
187.0 129.5 0.3 2.1 1.06 0.32 7.7 3.3 
192.5 134.5 0.2 1.6 1.18 0.90 6.0 3.8 1.3 
199.5 141.0 1.2 1.07 0.95 4.2 3.2 1.5 
208.0 148.5 0.6 0.59 1.10 3.6 2.2 2.2 
217.0 156.5 0.3 0.36 1.17 2.1 2.3 

of At and Po. Mainly, the sources of these errors were inaccuracies in 
accounting for the background under the isolated a peaks. For At and Po 
nuclei, additional errors originated from subtraction of the contributions 
from mother nuclei. The yield determination of 199Po in the a9n reaction 
channel made an exclusion. This reaction product was obtained in the 
range of the compound nucleus excitation energy of 106 - 118 MeV. 
Within this range, the part of 199Po formed after the a decay of 203Ra 
varied from 100 % to 30 % of the total yield of this .nucleus. Therefore, 
the statistical errors of the measured cross-sections of the a9n reaction 
varied in this energy range from ±50 % to ±25 %. 

Errors of obtained cross sections involved also inaccuracies in mea
surements of the separation efficiency {±20%), target thickness {±5%) 
and beam current. Taking into account different possible systematic er
rors, first of all, in the beam current measurements, we assume that 
the real accuracy of the presented absolute cross section values makes 
{ ±40 % ). The accuracy of the relative cross section values is better- by a 
factor of two or three. 
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Comparison of experimental data with 
HIV AP code calculations and discussion 

In the first part of this section we will briefly outline the main param
eters, which enter into the statistical code HIVAP and will discuss our 
experimental data for cross sections of xn, pxn and axn de-excitation 
channels of the 212Rn compound nucleus. In the second part we will 
compare HIVAP calculations with the whole data set, which we obtained 
earlier for evaporation residue cross sections in the region of compound 
nuclei extending from Bi to U [4 - 14]. 

The experimental data were analyzed using the code HIVAP, where 
the production cross sections of evaporation residues in complete fusion 
reactions are calculated in tp.e framework of the statistical model of com
pound nucleus de-excitation. The use of the statistical model appears to 
be a reasonable and necessary step in the data analysis because it im
poses a minimum of requirements and assumptions. Namely, it neglects 
formation details of a fully equilibrated compound nucleus and assumes 
that different decay modes of this nucleus are defined by their statistical 
weights in the nucleus phase space. 

Nuclear level density appears to be the most important component 
in statistical model calculations. In our earlier papers, the ALICE-MP 
code [23] was used for cross section calculations where the level density is 
calculated with the Fermi gas model relations modified in order to take 
into account the influence of shell effects on the level density parameter 
according to the prescriptions given by lgnatyuk [24]. 

The HIVAP code provides two choices for level density calculation. 
These are the Fermi gas model formula (without taking into account 
effects of the collective level density enhancement) and the expression 
used by Reisdorf [15] to take into account the level density dependence 
on the area and curvature of the nuclear surface. It appeared to us that 
it will be instructive to directly compare these two approaches to the 
level density and to see how the fission barriers extracted from the fit to 
the experimental cross sections are modified at the transition from one 
approach to another. 

To make the comparison correct, we fixed all other model parameters 
in our calculations. In these calculations we assumed that fixed angular 
momentum values - 1, 1, and 3 units of h - are taken away from the 
nucleus, respectively, at the evaporation of a neutron, proton and a par-
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tide ( the same assumption we made when calculations were performed 
with the code ALICE-MP). In the calculations making use of the Fermi 
gas model we adopted the ratio of asymptotical level density parameters 
in fission and particle evaporation channels iiJ/iiv = I. Experimental 
arguments in support of this choice of the iiJ/iiv value were discussed in 
detail in Ref. [11]. 

We took into account shell effects in the level density formula accord
ing to Ignatyuk [24]. The sole free parameter, which remained in our 
calculations was the coefficient C used for the scaling of the liquid-drop 
fission barrier of the studied nuclei. The total barrier was presented as a 
sum of the liquid-drop and shell-effect parts: 

B1(l) = CBJD(l) + t::,.Breu_ 

Liquid-drop barriers (B1;D(l)) were calculated using the Cohen-Plasil
Swiatecki (CPS) model [25] of rotating charged liquid drop. Values of 
the shell effect barriers were taken to be equal to the differences between 
the liquid- drop [26] and experimental [22] masses of nuclei. 

Calculated cross-section values for xn, pxn and axn de-excitation 
channels of 212Rn compound nuclei are compared with our experimental 
data in Fig. 2. 

One can see from the figure that the use of any of two level-density 
formulae can give a good agreement with experimental cross sections for 
xn reactions as well as for pxn ones even if the range of the cross section 
variation is rather wide (four orders of magnitude). For the case of axn 
reactions, the calculated cross sections are lower then the experimental 
data on average by a factor of two. However, taking experimental errors 
into account, we believe that this result is satisfactory. 

The optimum values of the scaling parameter C were obtained to be 
0.65 and 0. 75, respectively, for the first and second choice of the level 
density calculation. This allows us to make the statement, that the 
replacement of the Fermi gas level density formula with a more sophisti
cated expression did not result in a significant change of the value of the 
liquid-drop barrier, which can be extracted from the evaporation residue 
cross sections. Like it was already noted for the case, when the cross sec
tions were calculated by the ALICE-MP code, the obtained liquid-drop 
barriers are by about 30 % less then they are predicted by Cohen-Plasil
Swiatecki [25] or Sierk [27]. 

To prove the general validity of the statement made above we cal
culated, using the HIVAP code, the evaporation residue cross sections 
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Figure 2: Maximum values of xn, pxn, and axn cross sections. Solid 
squares are the experimental points, dotted and full lines show the results 
of the HIVAP code calculations made, respectively, with the use of the 
Fermi gas model and Reisdorf's version for the level density calculation. 
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Figure 3: Maximum cross section values of xn evaporation channels for 
the product nuclei ranging from Bi to U. Full lines show the results of 
the Fermi gas model calculations with C = (0.59 - 0,69). Experimental 
values are shown with symbols. 

for the whole data set presented in our papers [4 - 14] these calculations 
the scaling factor C before the liquid-drop barrier again was the only 
free parameter, which was searched for the evaporation residues of each 
compound nucleus in the way similar to that outlined for 212Rn. Level 
densities were calculated using the Fermi gas formula. 

The obtained results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 the 
calculated and experimental maximum cross-section values are compared 
for xn-reactions. 

One can see that, in spite of the wide range of the data variation, the 
calculations reproduce well (within a factor of 2 or 3) both the relative 
and absolute values of the cross sections. In its turn, Fig. 4 gives a clear 
notion about the big differences between the fission barriers of the nuclei 
involved in this set of data both in the value and nature of these barriers. 

Liquid-drop barriers decrease from 7.0 MeV - typical v?'lues for the 
neutron-deficient isotopes of bismuth..:.. to 2.5-3.0 MeV - the barriers, 
which are characteristic for the neutron-deficient uranium isotopes. ~hell
effect component of the barriers is close to zero in the region of neutron
deficient Bi isotopes, it grows to its maximum value of 5.0-7.0 occurring 
for neutron-deficient isotopes of Ra-Ac lying in the vicinity of the neu-
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Figure 4: Values of the liquid-drop (BfD) and shell-effect (Bjhe 11 ) com
ponents of fission barriers for nuclei that present in Fig. 3. Obtained 
optimum values of the scaling parameter Care shown in the bottom (for 
further explanations see the text). 
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tron magic number N = 126, and this component again drops to zero at 
the transition to neutron-deficient isotopes of U. 

· 1t is noteworthy that for the whole this region the obtained value 
of the sole fitting parameter C practically stays constant. Actually this 
value is obtained in the range of 0.55-0.68. Similar calculations making 
use of the second level-density formula lead to the essentially same result. 
The only difference was an increase of the optimum parameters C values 
by 0.1 for all nuclei, as it was the case for 212Rn. 

The results of the analysis show, that the whole set of experimental 
data can be well described within the framework of the statistical model 
of the compound nucleus de-excitation realized in the code HIVAP. Prac
tically fixed parameters of the model - a1/av = 1 and C = 0.63 ± 0.05 
- allow to obtain a good fit to the data points varying in a wide range. 
The only assumption that one should make is that the values of liquid 
drop fission barriers for all the nuclei emerging as evaporation residues 
in the considered reactions are less by {30 - 40) % in comparison with 
the values predicted by Cohen-Plasil-Swiatecki [25] or [27]. 

We do not exclude that, partly, this observation could be the conse
quence of some simplifications' made in the calculations using only one 
free parameter - the scaling parameter C. However, the circumstance 
that this sole free parameter did not "wish to be free" and remained c;on
stant in a wide range of A and Z hardly can be referred to a inadequate 
simplification of the model used for calculations. Rather, the obtained 
values of this scaling parameter, which appeared to be considerably less 
then one are the witness that there are some general and yet not recog
nized reasons leading to the fissility of neutron-deficient nuclei, which is 
higher compared with that what was expected. 

A possible alternative explanation of the disagreement between the 
experimental data and calculations making use of theoretical fission bar
riers values is the assumption about possible principal methodological 
errors in the way of accounting for the probability of the compound nu
cleus fission decay mode adopted by the statistical model. 

Conclusion 

Cross sections for xn, pxn, and axn evaporation reaction channels have 
been measured for compound nuclei of 212Rn obtained as a result of 
complete fusion of bombarding ions of 22Ne in the projectile energy range 
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of 6+ 10 MeV /nucleon with target nuclei of 190Os. A comparison between 
the experimental and calculated cross-section values showed that, up to 
the compound nucleus excitation energy of 160 MeV the statistical model 
of compound nucleus de-excitation well describes the experimental data. 

However, as it was obtained earlier for compound nuclei prod].lced 
in the excitation energy region of 40-100 MeV, the necessary condition 
for attaining a correct description of .maximum cross-section values and 
excitation functions of individual reaction channels was the adoption of 
the value for the liquid-drop fission barrier reduced by {30 - 40) % as 
compared with the predictions of the Cohen-Plasil-Swiatecki and Sierk 
models. Also, it was shown that the employment of a more sophisticated 
approach for the nuclear level density calculation, instead of the use of 
the relatively simple Fermi gas formula, did not change the situation 
drastically. 

An analysis made with employment of the code HIVAP for a large 
body of experimental data on evaporation residue formation cross sec-· 
tions {15 target - projectile combinations, which resulted in the formation 
of 50 individual evaporation residues) showed, that the inference, that 
the liquid-drop barriers are less by {30 - 40) % as compared with theory 
predictions, is universal in the sense, that it appears to be correct fat all 
neutron-deficient nuclei in the region from Bi to U. Earlier, we came to 
entirely the identical conclusion from the analysis of the same data set 
made on the basis of the computer code ALICE-MP. 

Above this, it should stressed that a correct (within a factor of 2-
3) description of cross-section values in the whole region from Bi to U 
requires the application of one fixed set of main parameters of statistical 
model- a1/av = 1 and C = 0.63±0.05. The cross sections are described 
correctly with this set of parameters for very different nuclei - these are 
the nuclei with vanishing shell effects as well as those, having shell-effect 
barriers of 5-7 Me V, which values even exceeds the liquid-drop barrier 
values calculated for these nuclei. This observation allows us to make the 
conclusion that Ignatyuk's prescription for accounting for the shell effects 
in the de-excitation process is a very good first order approximation in 
the excitation energy range extending up to ~160 MeV. 

An obvious fine structure in the behavior of the scaling parameter C 
appearing in Fig. 4 for the evaporation residues with neutron numbers 
N ~ 126 should be the subject of additional experiments and a detailed 
analysis aimed at a· more correct accounting for the role of shell effects 
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in evaporation residue cross sections obtained as a result of both "cold" 
and "hot" heavy-ion fusion. 
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A111lpeee A.H. II /Ip. · EIS-96-233 
CTaTHCTll'leCKM MO/le.Jib II Ce'lellllll o6pa:30Ba!lllll 11cnap11Te.1bllblX npollyKT0B 

22 190 · · · -B peaKu1111 Ne+ . Os npn 311epmi1x 6m16apm1pymw11x 110110s ~IO l\13B/11yi;_,1011 
. . . 

· B peaKUIIH 22Ne + 190os IIJMepellbl Ce'lel!llll ·o6pa30Ba!lllll ncnapme,11.llblX np0Jl)'KT0B B .rn. p.tll 
, ', ')12 • , . , , . , · · n a_rn Km1anax )leBoJ6ylK/leHHll cocrne11oro ll/lpa • Rn B )ll!ana1011e eo36ylK/lem1i1 OT 80 /ID 160 l\faB. 

Cpae11e1i'11e_ 3KCnepm1e11Ta/lblll,IX )la!lllblX ·. C pac•1eTaMII no CTaTliCTll'leCKOii M0)le.Jlll _11ee036y)l()lellllll 
KOMnayH/1-ll/lpa noKaJa/10, 'ITO 11eo6xO)lHMLIM yc.no~neM cornacoea111!li°JKcnep11MCIITa%1lblX II paC'ICTllblX 
)la!!llblX llRJllleTCll yMellbWeHHe Be.Jlll'IIIII )i(ll)IK0KaneJJbllbD\ 6ap1.ep0B )le.Jlellllll )l.1ll .lleiiTpOIIO)lCcjlllUIITHblX 
ll30T0noe Rn, At H Po Ha 30. +-40 % no cpae11e111110 c 6api.epa~m. no.~)"l;CMLIMII ·B pac'1crnx no ~10;1e.1l!M. 

· Koe1ia-flJJaJ11J1a--c-CBl!TeUKOfO IUJH C11pKa. np0Be)le111i1.1ii /I0II0JIIIIITe,11.110 lll;a/1113 60.1hWOf0 .MaCCl
0

1Ba 
· '.lKcnepm1e11Tan1.111.1x 

0

)1ru1111.1x (oKoJJo 15.-KoM6miaullii M11we111.-'--'1acn1ua 11 50 llllep-npollyKToe) noKma.1, 
'ITO•YMCllhWelllle lKll)lK0KaneJJbllblX 6aphep0B )1CJlelllJll 11:i" 30 + 40 o/c no cpaB1Je1HIIO C .TeOpeTil'leCKIIMII 
npe)1CKa3aHHllMII II0CHT0

• )'I-IIIBeJ)Ca/lhllblii XapaKTep II. Ba6JJIO)laeTCll Ml!_ BCeX 11eiiTp0110)1CcpllUIITIILIX 
HJ0TOn0B B o6JJaCTII OT Bi )10 u: . 

Pa6orn BhinOJ1°lie11a B Jla6opaTOpH11 llllepHblX peaKunii ;1~1.r.H.ctJ.~e·p~Ba om1'i1. 
' , ; ·, -, -, ' . ,' ' 

npeilpHHT Om,e)lHHellllOfO HIICTIIT)'Ta ll)lepHblX HCCJIC)IOBmi°1tii. lly6iia, 1996 
. i 

Andreyev A.N. et aL . . , .· 
·statistical Model a~d Cross Sections for Evapor~tion Residues. For111ed · 
: • h R . _- f 22 N · 1900 ' . h H : I B b d. E.. . . rn t e eactmn o · e +. s at t e eavy- on om ar mg nergy 
of-6.0_- 10.0 MeV/nucleon · • .·• · . 

'f· EIS-96-233 

Prnduction cross. sections .were\n~a~~red for the 
1

~11, ,;m, ~ and ax,i. de-excitati~n channels 

· for the compound n~clei of 212Rn for~ed in the excitation energy:ra.nge from 80 MeV:. to 160 MeV 

. in ;he reaction nNe + J9()0s. The. c~mparison, of the. obt~ined experi;n~ntai data• and. cross ;cction~ · 
calculated _using the statistical'modefofcompoun

1

d nucleus de-excitatibii'(HIVAPcode), show~d that' 
an inevitable comjition for the agreement of experimental and calculated values is. the assumption that 
_the liquid drop fission barrier heights for neutron deficient nuclei of Rn. At. and Po are iower by (30 -
40)-% in comparison with barriers obtained fron1 calculations .using the Cohen-.:.Plasif'.-Swiatccki 
~r Sierk models. A~ additional analysis of a large number of experimental data showed, that the decrease 
of liquid drop fission barrier values. by· (30 - 40) %, in comparison with the theoretical ones,. h,~s 
a ,universal character and is observed for all neutron deficient nuclei frof!l Bi.to u: 

The investigation ha~ been performed at the Fle~ov ~aboratory of Nuclear.Reactio~s. JINR. 

" ' . ,,' ' 
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